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The most important item in this issue of the Newsletter is
the expressicn of our gratitude to the outgoing Joan
Lockard. Joan has made an enormous investment of time and energy
in the Newsletter and in the leadership she has provided the

fl::)f' lc:mg. Momt of !.llm hci'lve litt.le idea 0" 'the demalids
of the role she a role that often more
reward than knowing the job being done well. We owe Joan a
great debt fer the terrific job she ha5 done. She will a
well m"s?tii\rne(j r-est. fy·orn her work aSi edi tor bL.\t we can take comfr,:H,.. t
in knowi ng thct-\t she wi 11 remai n an i nf 1 t.lenti al member of the
Secj,ety.

New Board Members

The following persons have been elected to two-year terms on
the Executive Board:

Judith L" Biology Animal Behavior-.

C.L.

Ian Philosophy and Psychology

Congratulations to these new and returning Board who
join curr-ent Board members Nicholas Blurton Susan

Alan and Albert Somit. And many thanks to
the Beard members whose term has expired Michael Esther

and Ronald Weigel.

Please note the date on your mailing label. If it is
you not renewed your membership for A membership blank
will be found at the end of iBsuen
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ISHE Summer Meeting

18HE is meeting with the Animal BehaviDr sCJci£·?'ty August
13-17 at Eastern Washington University in Cheney, WAD The
deadline for receipt of abstracts is April 7. Please note that
you must be 9 or be sponsored by an ABS member.

The 18HE Business Meeting is tentatively scheduled for
Wednesday evening after the banquet. An invited paper session on
human ethology is tentatively scheduled for Tuesday afternoon,
and contributed human ethology papers for Wednesday afternoon.

A conversation with ABS Program Officer Lee Drickamer leads
me to look forward to a very interesting meeting.

Changes in the Newsletter

You will note some superficial changes in the Newsletter
with this issue. This is the inevitable result of a change of
editors and the accompanying change in resources available for
producing the Newsletter. These changes may continue as I explore
methods of improving the product and the economy and efficiency
of producing it. Any submissions which are of suitable quality
for direct reproduction will be greatly appreciated, as the
result is a saving of typing and proofing time.

Human ethology Abstracts V: Available

The fifth edition of Human ethology Abstracts, by Wade
is scheduled for publication approximately as you read

this. The a complete issue of Man-Environment
Systems is available to non-subscribers. Send a check for
$3.00 for HEA V or $17.50 for all five editions, postpaid, to:

The Association for the Study of
Man-Environment Relations (ASMER)

P.O. BOX 57
Orangeburg, NY 10962

Thanks to Wade for what I know from experience to be a lot
of work.
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Esther Thelen will be the editor of Human Ethology Abstracts VI.
Please send her any papers you would like included, particularly
unpublished work that may not be Widely available. If the
manuscript does not contain an your writing one would
be very helpful. She would also welcome suggestions regarding
sources of format and organization uf the abstracts,
etc. Her address is:

Department of Psychology University of Missouri MO
65211

FILM REVIEWS

Biological Signals in Mother-Child-Interaction

Maternity Leave from an ethological standpoint.
educational purposes at high schools and universities.

A f i I m for
(1982)

Young parents with their first child usually have to cope
alone with the daily routine of infant care.

The film shows that infant care is a mutual relationship
between partners. The relationship is demonstrated clearly in
the areas of acoustic and gesticulatory signals. The
infant shows what he needs and feels at different ages directly
after the birth and under normal routine care in the family.

In such an open relationship the infant quickly develops a
wide repertoire of abilities and eHpressions.

The film presents psychological and biological knOWledge in
the areas of communication, learning abilities and inborn

thus giving suggestions towards achieving a better
understanding with an infant.

(PrOjection time; 20 minutes. Gage: 16 mm Video-tape: VHS;
Awarded: lI o l.l tstanding film ll in IIMedikinale 82 11 )

Michael Morath
Verhaltensbiologie
Freie Universitat Berlin
Haderslebener Str. 9
0-1000 Berlin 41 (West>
Germany
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My baby - A person to be taken seriously.

(Suggestions towards achieving a better understanding with an
in f ant. ) ( 1981 )

At over half of all confinements the mother is carrying her
first child. Young parents with their first child usually have
to cope alone with the daily routine of infant care. This is
Llnf ortunate, si nce a ch i 1 d makes its 1argest developmental
advances during its first 6 months of life.

This film offers the necessary information to enable the
parents to accept their child as a human being, in whom inherent
desires and abilities are to be found, far greater than just the
necessities of eating and sleeping.

The film shows that infant care is not a one-way process,
but is a mutual relationship between partners. The relationship
is demonstrated clearly in the areas of mimic, acoustic and
gesticulatory signals. The infant shows what he needs and
at different ages directly after the birth, and under
routine care in the family.

In such an open relationship the infant quickly develops a
wide repertoire of abilities and en:pressions. The film presents
psychological and biological knowledge in the areas of
communication, learning ability and inborn requirements. The
film ends with a short summary in which the possibilities on

guidance are emphasized.

(Projection
magnet-band)

Michael Morath

Correction

time: 45 minutes. Gage: 16 mm Sound:

In Ian Vine's book review in the December
IIface-value dichotomy" (16th line for the bottorn of
read II fact-val L\e di c:hotomy. II
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Please send information for this section to the editor.

Ary, (198::;:). The LIse o·f momsntar'y time sampling
to assess both frequency and duration of behavior.
J.oL.lrnaLof or al fissessmeni;., 5, 143-150.

C.D. (1983). Sociobiology and the r-ole of religion in
promoting prosocial behavior: An alternative view.
JOLlrnal of and Soci al PsycholoQ.Y., 45,
1.380.

CodY, M. J. 8/, 0 Hair-, H. D• ( 1983) • Non ve r ba 1 c: 0 mmun i c ';:0\ t i. on and
deception: Differences in deception cues due to gender and
communicator dominance. CommuniJ:ation MODographs, 50,
175-192.

D.C. (1983). Intentional systems in cognitive ethology -
the Panglossian paradigm defended. Behavioral and
Brai n §l:;i.§.DE..§.§., 6, 343-354.

Goldberg, S. (1983).
Child Development,

F'arent-i nfant
54, 1355-1382.

bonding: Another 1oak.

Gray, & L.D. ( ). Human female sexual cycles and the
concealment of ovulation problem. Journal of Social
and £Ltological 6, 345-353.

Ferber, L.L. (1983). Differences in
computational accuracy and speed of calculation between 3
measures of inter-observer- agreement. Child St.b!.£bL
J OLlr n C!..l, 13, 195-202.

12 ar d C. E. ( 1983) •
Ethos, 11, :305.

Emotions in personality and culture.

F. (l9S:::). An evol ut i onary-neur-ob i oJ. og i cal e:·( p 1anat i an of
political behavior- and the Lumsden-Wilson Thousand-Year
r·ule. Journal of Social and Biological StI..J:.ll;tures, 6,
219-2:30.

Lester', B., (1984·). A biosocial model of infant crying.
P. Lipsitt and Carolyn K. Revee-Collier

!JLlnf Norwood, NJ: ABLEX
Publishing.
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t<. (1983). social controls, and ideology:
Toward a soc i ob i 01 ogy on the phenotype. J C21U::'lli"ll--.Qi.
Social and Biological 6, 297-318.

Malatesta, c.z. & C.E. (1984). Facial expression of
emotion in young, middle-aged and older- adults. In c.z.
Mal ates t a 81, c. E. I z a r d (Eds. ) , Emoj: ion __j ..Jl__...§\j;.:1 ul.t.
development. Beverly Hills: Sage.

W.C. & Rogers, M.E. (1983). Brief report: Chimpanzees,
tools. and termites: New record from Gabon. American
Journal of F'rimatology, 5, 171-.

Miren d a !l F' • L. !I Donne 1 1 a n !I A• M. !I V0 d e r- , D. E. (1 98 ::;n • Ga ,: e
behavior: A new look at an old problem. Journal pf
Autism and Developmental Disorders, 13, 397-410.

Murray, R.D.!1 & Smith, E.O. (1983). The role of dominance and
intrafamilial bonding in the avoidance of close
Journal of Human Evolution, 12, 481-486.

Pfeffer, G. (1983). False conceptions o·f
ethnography and female infanticide

649-700.

sociobiological,
in India.

F'l ooi j, F. X. (1983) • The behavi oral development of
free-living chimpanzee babies and infant§. Norwood,
NJ: ABLEX Publishing.

Poyatos, F. (1983). Language and nonverbal systems in the
structure of face-tn-face interaction_ Language and
Communication, 3, 129-140.

Putal1az, M. (1983).
from their behavior.
1417-1426.

sociometric status
eh i 1 d Development, 54,

Rancourlaferriere, D., (1983). Four adaptive
female orgasm_ Journal of Social and
Structures, 6, 319-334.

aspects of
Biological

the

Razel p M. (1984). A reanalysis of the evidence for the genetic
nature of early motor development. In Irving E. Sigel
(ed.). Advances in Applied Developmental
Norwood, NJ:ABLEX Publishing.
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child in
l1ur-ser y.

W.E. (1984). The of facial A
review of the and psychological mechanisms

i ng f ae i al 0115. f'sychal oq i cal B(Jll et in,
52-77.

Sana, T. ( 1. 983) • Behavi or' patterns of mother and
separation and greeting as a Japanese day
:rhe Joqrnal of the _ Anthropol oq i cal Saci etL-af.

435-454.

T. (1983). A catalogue of the facial behavior patterns of
Japanese preschool children. The Journal of the
B,nt.hropological Society of Nippon, 32:'$-<536.

Pate, J.L., Lawson, J., Smith, S.T., &
Rosenbaum, S. (1983). Can a chimpanzee make a statement?
JQ1!.rn.s1. 9f per i mental _Psychol 112, 457-492.

Savage-Rumbaugh, E.S., Romski, M.A., Sevcik,
(1983). Assessing symbol usage versUS
Journal of Experimental Psychology, 112,

R., Pate, J.L.
symbol competency.
508-512.

W.8. (1983). Genetic foundation of social behaviour.
Lt..'Land I nd i vi dual Di f f 4, 483-490.

E. (1984). to walk: Ecological demands and
phylogenetic constraints. In Lewis P. Lipsitt and Carolyn

Rovse-Co11 i er (eds). van c es in l.nf ancy Reseal'-c h.
NJ: ABLEX Publishing.

Vir1e 1 I. (1983>. MCII'"' a 1 and political ide('"ls il1
sociobiological theory. Paper presented to
Scientific Meeting of the International
Political Psychology, Oxford. (Copies from
Interdisciplinary Human University
Bradford BD7 lOP, England>.

the light of
8i Nth AnnL\al
Society for
the aLlthor,
of Bradford,

,I

Weisfeld, e.c., Weisfeld, G.E., R.A. & Freedman, D.G.
(1983). The spelling bee: A naturalistic stUdy of female
inhibition in mixed-sex competition. Adolescence, 18,
695-708.

Zahn-WaHler, C., ,Friedman, S. L., 8( Cummings,
emotions and behaviors in response
Child Development, 54, 1522-1528.
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Books

Angermei er!l W. F. (1984). The eval LIt (an of opel"·.'!Q!__
and memory. Karger: Basel.

Atti 1 i, G.!l Ric:c:i-Bitti!l P. E. (Eds.) (1983).
senze parole. Roma: Bulzoni.

B.L. lI Asher, S.J. (Eds.)
some doctrines. New

Press.

( 1982) •
Yor- k :

Some
HLlman

data to
Sciences

DeLLl C e , J. Wi 1d e r , H. T . (1 983). b.f=' n q L.l is. fl§ iJ:L.._.QJ..:.i tn.§t't.§..§ __..'::'
..... 1 i cat ian s . Ne IN YQ r k :
springer-Verlag.

H cA 1 l!l G • (1 983) • Beh a v DlJ.r...L.... n.t r 0 c;;l.b1c t 1..9J:L..i9••_Q.?-.Y c hoI 0 gY.__Q\,2.
•§... sc::L§.ncs. Englancj: Ul'1iver·sity of Yor-k.

Hausfat.er", G.!l 8< Hrdy, S. B. (Eds. ). (1984). ..
campara t i .. ...§vol.!-lt i onary pel"'s...Qec:!: i Hawthor-n8,
NY: Aldine Publishing.

1<rebS.!l J. R. !l 8< Davies 1I N. B.
ecol ogy: evol uti Clna.r:.,y'
Sinauer Associates, Inc.

(Eds. )
80pr-<:29..£11·

(1984). f-lehaviJdraJ.
MA:

Oliver·io, A., M. (Eds.) (1983). The ..EtJi;tbavig.r.:_....Q.i
burnan i n fan t s • F'r 0 c e 0 f _.t.O e _C:..
.Q.f- ... r n t e r f1at i an a 1. 8 c h a a 1 0 f ._-St llCl:.LCLqy.._....Q..Q_._t..b..§.

Human New York:

Wa 1 k er 8. ( 1983) • B_....f.0mp@,t:at i ve _.JJ--&'L.£= h 0 tQ9.Y..-
Routledge & Kegan Paul.

10 tl"" amur a I ac t i vi.:tv. at NI CH!iQ.

I_ondon:

In spite of scarc:e resources developmental psychology is
increasingly supported in the Intramural Program at NIH. Steven
Suomi has recently been appointed Director of the newly formed
Laboratory of Comparative ethology in NICHHD. Support for his
appointment includes research facilities and positions from NIMH.
The Laboratory will include the animal studies steve formerly
directed at the University of Wisconsin and a section on human
studies called The Child and Family Research Section (the section
formerly headed by Leon Yarrow and currently by Frank Pedersen).
A third called The Brain and Behavior Section is headed
by Dr. David Symmes. These changes reflect the general trend at
NIH toward increased commitment to animal models and biological
explanatory mechanisms and a more serious effort to do
comparative studies investigating similar problems in animals and
humans. (From the Newsletter of division on Developmental
Psychology. )
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FOlln cj t. i on 9 er' a], a i In i II t.o en c our all for ms of
scientific inquiry into cognitive including thought
and underlying animal and human into their
biological and cultural and into their phylogenetic and
ontogenet i c development. II

For this a substantial INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
PRIZE shall be given for a major contribution to the profess of
knowledge in the fields of research supported by the Foundation
l,;-5l.ICh
p Yc h C)], () 9 Y , 1Cl i can d the rH'? Ll r (Jsci en c e • I t: w !:5 a war d e din 1. Cf 8 0
to F'r"of An d r- co? L.er i o··-GOUI'· hall, i 1'1 1981 to F:'r-of ess i on Wi 11 i am
H. Thorpe, in 1982 to Professor Vernon B. Mountcastle and in 1983
1: 0 F'I'· o·f co? s so ,,- Ha r" 0 1de. Co f1 k 1 i r1 •

Di :; c: i. p ], i 1'1 esc 0 n sid r- e cj for the 1984 F'r- i ;.= e :
p s y c 0 logy.•

The nominations should include: a cur-r-iculum vitae of the
rJ Clmin e ali CJ f his I he ,,- pub 1 i c: cd: i CJ n s , a fl d a S l.lmmar" y ( f 0 It r
pages maximum) of the research work upon which the nomination is
basE-?d.

Nominations for the 1984 Prize of the Fyssen Foundation
sh (luI d be sen t: i f1 19_._. to t h co? Sec ".et ar" i at of the

rue de 75001 Paris.
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Psychology Meeting

The Second Annual Meeting of the International Society for Comparative Psychology
(ISCP) will be held in Acapulco, Mexico, on September 2-7, 1984. It will be held in
conjunction with the XXIII International Congress of Psychology. Symposia will
include sessions on Animal Cognition; Behavioral Research in Captive Settings: Behavior
Genetics; Cognitive Behavior of Marine Mammals; Invertebrate Behavior; and a session
on the history of Comparative Psychology. Contributed papers should be sent to E.J.
Wyers, SUNY at Stony Brook, New York, 11974, USA, or to J. Galef, McMaster Univ.,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada CNL8S4Kl. Registration forms can also be obtained from
E.J. Wyers. The organizers of the various symposia in the program are as follows:

Session Topic

Invertebrate Behavior

Animal Cognition

History of Comparative
Psychology

Behavioral Research in
Captive Settings

Cognitive Behavior of
Marine Mammals

Behavioral Genetics

ISCP Business Meeting

Organizers

Sally Haralson, California State Univ., Long Beach
and John Haralson, California State Univ., Los
Angeles, CA, USA.

Herbert Roitblatt, Columbia Univ., NY,

Tom Cadwallader, Indiana State Univ., Terre Haute,
IN, USA and Charles Tolman, Univ. British Columbia,
Victoria, Be, Canada.

Gary Greenberg, Wichita State Univ., Wichita, KS,
USA.

Ronald Schusterman, California State Univ., Haywood,
CA, USA, and Louis Herman, Unlv. of Hawaii, Honolulu,
Hawaii, USA.

Jerry Hirsch, Unlv. Illinois, Champaign, IL, USA.

Ethel Tobach &Everett J. Wyers.
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Behavior and general laws: note

Does behavioral research constj,tute science of the first order?
What are the patterns of individual and interindividual interactions
within and between species that contribute to and maintain genetic
differentiation of populations? A recent paper shows that demographic
models incorporating "active behaViour" are better predictors of
species abundance than models which assume that the t'behavioural
vector fJ is random. Similar to earlier work (e .g., Anderson, et al.,
1982), Taylor, et ala (1983) attempt to account for fluctuations-rn
the relationship between population mean density and variance.
However, the recent paper treats populati ons as 11dynamic II, wi th
immigration and emigrati.on determined not by lIenvlronmental and
demographic stochasticityll but by species-typical spacing behaVior
selected to optimize t1fitness" in varying competitive regimes. Thus,
as Taylor, et ale (1983) conclude, popUlations as Ilstatic 'patches'
are rare II.

Research by Chase (1982) on behaVioral spacing mechanisms enhances
the results of Taylor, et ala (1983) by showing that the patterns of
interindividual interacITon,.. thin populati on sub-units (i.e., groups)
may be lIindependent of animal type". Linear or near-linear
(i.e., transitive) dominance hierarchles are an apparent outcome of
"triadic interactionsl! among conspecifics during "hierarchy
formation". In particular, Chase (1982) suggests that there 1s a
very high likelihood of conspecifics interacting in accord with
"double dominance and double subordlnance patterns", where Ifpatterns"
represents IIbehavioral sequences tl • Anirr.als, then, appear to be most
likely to employ behavioral sequences that lead to transitively
patterned spacing mechanisms.

Since it can be shown that dominance hierarchies are virtually
universal among species that live in groups where competition occurs
for limited resources, it seems likely that population mean and
variance will be found .to be a function of behaVioral "tempo!1 rather
than "mode II (see Hilliamson, 1983). This View suggests that
differences among species in response to varying competitive regimes
(i.e., species differences in patterns of emigration and immigration)
can be explained through an analysis of the variability in frequency
duration, rate, intensity and combination of action patterns employed
in "triadic interactions ll • By extenSion, behaVior associated with
conspecific spacing patterns may be analyzed from Hegols" point of
view for its differential benefits and costs to "inclusive fitness"
(IVlcCleery, 1978) and may be studied as genetically t1e ffective" components
of phenotypes from which ethological isolation may result.

Recent stud les l>Ji th insects and primates support the "behavioral
optimization" approach 1978), in particular, the View that
I'behavioral dynamics II are non-ra.ndom population effects (Taylor, et
al., 1983) and that IIbeha.vioral sequences ll are non-randomly employed
(Chase, 1982). It can be shown that variance in food (resource)
distribution and abundance in time and space is assooiated With
intensity of competition, demographic effects, behaVioral patterns,
linear dominance hierarchies and genetic differentiation within
population SUb-units (see Franks and Scovell, 198); Hausfater. et
al., 1982; OliVier, et al., 1981; Fletcher and Blum, 1983). What 1s
required emplrically-rs-a single stUdy that quantifies the

.. 1,3 _N.



relationships among each of these parameters for one species,
preferably in a seasonal habitat where emigration and immigration
might be monitored in response to short-term fluctuations in
resource availabili ty. r:L'he prediction of' population-level
characteristics is expected to depend on "behavioral dynamics" in
structured populations whose environmental regimes are neither too
Ilharsh" nor too "permissive" since it is in such conditions that
dominance hierarchies (or, by analogy, territories) are expected
to operate as behavioral spacing mechanisms (see 1975; 1971)0

Submitted by: Clara B. Jones, Assistant Professor, Department of
Psychology, College of Saint Elizabeth, Convent Station, l\iew Jersey
079610
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PRIMATE SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH. R. A. Hinde (Ed.),
Blackwel I Scientific Pub1 ications, Oxford, 1983. 384 pp. £26 hardback,
£13.80 paperback.

Reviewed by James R. Anderson, Laboratoire de Psychophysiologie,
Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg 67000, France.

Casual observation of a group of primates soon reveals much social
interaction, and both variability and regularity in the distribution of
interactions in time and among group members. What do these patterns
mean? If individuals generally behave in order to further their inclusive
fitness, this throws up challenges to scrutinise and understand such .
social phenomena in the short- and long-term. It is not a simple affair.
For example, Hinde writes that 'the content, diversity, relative frequency
and patterning and reciprocity versus complementarity of interactions may
all constitute important characteristics of a relationship' (p. 19).
The network of relationships within a group constitutes the group's social
structure, and social structure itself is influenced by ecological and
demographic variables. Furthermore, individual participation in interactions
may depend on factors such as age, sex, health, past experience, who else
is present, and Ipersonality.' Clearly, then, the task of understanding the
inter-relationships of these four components of social life (individuality,
interactions, relationships, social structure) in terms of development,
causation, function and evolution is a formidable one, especially in the
case of long-l ived and behaviourally flexible primates. This book shows
that the goal is attainable: properly framed questions, observations and
analyses at appropriate levels can show the sociobiological significance
of phenomena which at first sight might confuse, mislead, or simply fail
to impress the observer of a group of primates.

Most of the thirteen chapters consist of an introductory section by
Hinde followed by several sections to. illustrate the subject matter of that
chapter, based on observations of caged and free-ranging rhesus monkeys
(at Madingley, Cambridge and Cayo Santiago, respectively), or wild vervet
monkeys (Kenya) and savannah baboons (Kenya, Tanzania and South Africa).
These contributions vary in length from 2 to 8 pages, and each can stand
independently as a research report or as a theoretical overview. In this
respect the book resembles a densely packed conference proceedings, but
with the advantage of liberal cross-references to particularly relevant
sections. Because of the book's density and diversity readers will probably
select particular sections as they are required, rather than work through it
from cover to cover. .

Only some of the contributions are mentioned here to illustrate the
contents. COLVIN shows that while peer-relationships among young rhesus
males are based on a limited set of interactions such as aggression and
various forms of play, sibl ing-relationships and lstrong' and 'weak' peer-
relationships are differentially reflected in the complementarity-reciprocity
of the interactions. It seems reasonable to talk of lfriendships' among
peers. BERMAN finds that the young infant's social network largely reflects
that of the mother, with later extension occurring through a process of
differentiation. SMUTS later presents evidence for the existence of
persisting 'special relationships· in adult male and female olive.baboons,
a finding which is nicely complemented by RASHUSSENls observations of
higher receptivity and proceptivity by female yellow baboons during
consortships with males who also prefer them in nonsexual contexts than
during consortships with other males.

Grooming relationships often come under analysis, and two sections
present models to account for patterns observed in primate groups:
SEYFARTH that high-ranking individuals are attractive as
grooming partners and that competition for access to them results in
grooming between adjacently ranking individuals, while COLVIN suggests a
more positive attraction to others of neighbouring rank.
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Dominance rank, largely deriving from that of the mother, and kinship
relations are strong of partners, interaction patterns, and
relationships (e.g., CHAPAIS, DATTA). These factors may also playa role
in the dispersal of males from the natal group. which tends to occur later
in macaque males of high rank than in subordinates, possibly due in part

peer-group bonds in the latter (COLVIN). The choice of group
into which a male immigrates may be influenced by the nature of intergroup
encounters, which are in turn influenced by ecological and demographic
factors possibly including whether or not the groups share relatives
(CHENEY. LEE).

Chapter 12 focuses on ultimate explanatory factors, with HINDE clarifying
sociobiological principles which provide a framework in which to view the
data presented throughout the book. WRANGHAM presents his view of the
evolution of group I ife in primates in which female-bonded groups are a
basic strategy to improve ,the indivual members' exploitation of resources
and in which males figure as secondary rather than central characters.
Other sections provide evidence of increased fitness accruing to individuals
of high rank, those forming all iances t and those in 'special relationships.'

The book is subtitled IAn Integrated Approach.' which is apt in a number
of ways. Almost al-l of the contributors have been based at one time or
another at Madingley, Cambridge. Ten University of Cambridge Ph.D. theses:
dating between 1974 and 1982 appear in the references, and eight of the
authors of the theses contribute between one and eight sections each to
the volume. often drawing on data from the thesis research. Containing
contributions too by other Cambridge researchers, the book represents an
integrated statement of this group's evolving approach to primate social
behaviour. Of the sixteen other theses on primates which are cited, eleven
are dated 1981 and 1982. In addition, a number of important sociobiological
articles on primates which have been publ ished within the last 5 years are
described an placed in context, making the book a concentrated source of
recent findings and current hypotheses in primate sociobiology.

-The degree of integration is acknowledged to be limited by the concentration
for data on the multi-male group-living rhesus, baboons and vervets (HJNDE,
LEE). DUNBAR's comparison of the social systems of Hamadryas and gelada
baboons is therefore refreshing, as he shows how superficially similar
structures (based on the one-male unit) derive from quite different
strategies and dynamics among the group-members. HARCOURT and STEWART then
point out that female-female bonds are clearly not the same in cercopithecids
as in pongids in which female emigration from the natal group is common.
Therefore, while the principles of approaching social relationships are
applicable to species with very different social structures, and in the
end humans and elephants are considered, the relative importance of specific
aspects have yet to be clarified for different systems. One wonders, for
example, about the importance of dominance in intragroup dynamics in
famal ies of call ithricids, and how useful knowledge of dominance and kinship
relations could be for understanding dispersal of group members in these
species. Much work remains to be done.

Finally, with the notable exception of STEVENSON-HINDE's manipulations
in the study of individual behavioural characteristics, almost all of the
reported work is purely observational. It is largely left to HINDE to
integrate the observational data with that from some experimental approaches
to analyzing primate social mechanisms, which he sometimes does in the
introductory sections. On several occasions the complementarity of the
approaches seemed to be strikinq and exciting, and this reviewer felt it a
pity that this two-pronged approach could not be pursued further. But this
is hardly a criticism of an already sizeable book which, jf perhaps rather
advanced for most undergraduates, is probably a must for anyone doing
serious research on primate social behaviour. - 16 -


